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collection via mini film
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By T RICIA CARR

Italian fashion house Fendi is showcasing the modern notes of its  spring/summer 2013
collection in a light-hearted video by creative director Karl Lagerfeld.

Mr. Lagerfeld’s “Peplum People” depicts two women who each wear three different looks
from the new collection during the two-minute-30-second mini film. Fendi and other
luxury marketers often add narrative to their collections through video storytelling to
further engage their audience.

"Creating video during product showcasing opportunities is a great bonus for brands,"
said Brittany Mills, director of client services at B Culture Media, Atlanta. "Shooting video
during a fashion show or product shoot helps to bring the product into motion.

"I think their strategy was to create additional content via a medium that is shared and
consumed daily by their consumers on all different devices," she said. "Stories help to
enhance a product or a brand and always encourage it.

"However, it is  important to make sure the focus is still the product being highlighted and
that the story doesn’t overpower the ultimate goal: generating sales."

Ms. Mills is  not affiliated with Fendi, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Fendi did not respond before press deadline.

Wondering women

Mr. Lagerfeld created the film during shoots for the spring/summer 2013 ad campaign in
Saint-Tropez, per Fendi. 

The main characters are models Kati Nescher and Saskia de Brauw who also appear in
the static ad images.

Ad campaign image 

The video starts off by showing the models’ footwear as they stroll along a road on the
coast of Saint-Tropez, followed by shots of their outfits.

Next, the models talk animatedly, but are soon distracted by two men walking by in
ancient Roman battle get-ups.

The models continue on to their destination, which turns out to be a pool where the men
have stripped down and dove into the water. Also, the women change their outfits to two
more daytime looks at this point in the film.

Video still 

Split-screen shots show the men splashing in the pool and the women approaching.

The four characters chat by the pool and eventually say their goodbyes.
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The last scene takes place in the same setting but at night. The models have changed into
sparkling eveningwear and the men from the pool pick them up in a golf cart.

The women sit in the back and the suited men drive them out of the scene.

Embedded Video: http://www.youtube.com/embed/6MIKZNVUeY8

Peplum People

The entire Peplum People mini film is set to a tribal soundtrack that transitions the story
from day to night.

Fendi is promoting the video through all of its  digital channels including social media, its
Web site and a Feb. 28 email campaign.

Email 

In addition, Fendi is letting readers of the March issue of Condé Nast’s Vanity Fair access
additional mobile content through the publication’s iPhone and Android application.

When readers hold their mobile device over the Fendi ad, the new video appears (see
story).
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Vanity Fair app 

Story time

Video is used often by fashion marketers, but strategies differ even among efforts from
the same brand. 

For example, Fendi focused on products in a recent video that promoted its small leather
goods collection.

The slogan for the collection is “Life is all about using the whole box of crayons.” The 60-
second video matches up with the slogan by showing items in the collection come to life
in animated scenes that are seemingly drawn in crayon (see story).

In contrast, Fendi used the storytelling technique for a video that romanticized its fall
handbag line.

The chic female lead in the label’s “Romance 2Jours” film uses her 2Jours bags as props
during a seemingly top-secret exchange with another woman (see story).

Fashion marketers can benefit from both the product- and story-focused approach
depending on the items in the video and the goal of the effort.

"[Fendi's] strategy focuses on creating a brand-textual stories, which should develop
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stronger relationships with their clientele by making them feel as though they are part of
Fendi’s lifestyle and culture," said Dalia Strum, president of Dalia Inc., New York. "They
were able to provide content that allowed their target market to connect and relate to their
lifestyle as well as envision the featured items in their lives.

"Fendi utilized this opportunity to convey a playful side of the brand and associate
nostalgic experiences through visual storytelling," she said. "In essence, this allowed
them to create stronger and more personal connections with their clientele as it is
primarily focused on the lifestyle of their target market."

Final Take
Tricia Carr, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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